LP50-24179 WARRANTY NOTICE

• One year warranty if ALL bolster springs are replaced
• DO NOT use alternate components and/or hardware in conjunction with ATRO’s LP50-24179 Bolster Springs
• Mixing ATRO suspension components with other manufacturer’s components will negatively affect ride quality and may cause premature component failures.
• When Bolster Springs (LP50-24179) are installed, the center mounted Progressive Auxiliary Spring, LP50-24778/LP50-24745 (with bolts), must be replaced, as this spring carries up to 40% of the load (it is NOT a bump stop). Failure to replace the auxiliary spring will negatively affect ride quality and may cause premature failure of the bolster springs.
• Load Springs must be adjusted/shimmed to OEM specifications
• Bolster Spring locknuts and Tie-Bar locknut must be torqued to 90-105 ft-lbs using a calibrated torque wrench
• Any torque rod, particularly transverse rods, exhibiting more than 1/8” movement under pry bar pressure must be replaced or warranty is void